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tended to have a stronger correlation between mood and trailer type, as they found the
serious movies (as seen through trailers) more appealing when they were subject to
negative content, and comedic movies more appealing when they were subject to positive
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being seen and how it is edited together. Different factors lead to different experiences
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As many different forms of entertainment are starting to become more user-centric, it’s
interesting to find how the trailer and advertising industry can harness a level of user
control to make movies more appealing to audiences. However, as this study showed, the
types of movie trailers and the amount of interaction the video has is dependent on how
audiences will feel about the movie. In this study, it was found that in narrative movie
trailers, it’s better to have rather low user control, as watching the movie trailer becomes
an immersive event, and the viewers can grow attached and interested in an uninterrupted
screening.
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trailers puts the film in a more valued light. The study included using a movie trailer that
used two different introductions, that name-dropped other films. For instance, one version
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to how interesting a movie seems. For instance, editing a movie trailer with the Identity
Work mode of reception focuses on showcasing how the story world can connect to
audiences, whether that’s through the characters’ lives/actions or content of the story. The
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